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prevented this. During the war now waged against Spain, the
Dutch secretly carried Spanish goods, and the English efforts
to suppress this illicit trade, by stopping and searching Dutch
ships on the high seas, naturally strained relations between the
two countries. Similarly the blockade of Lisbon by a Dutch
fleet, to enforce claims upon Portugal, was indirectly of great
assistance to Spain and hindrance to England (whose navy had
been accustomed to use Lisbon as its base for operations off the
Spanish coast). Remonstrances to the Dutch about the harm
they were doing to the protestant cause fell on ears deaf to all
but whatever advanced their commerce. It so happened that
the ambitious schemes of Charles X threatened their Baltic
trade, and then they were moved to action.
The war between Sweden and Denmark came to a temporary-
end in February 1658, when Charles was able by force of arms
to compel acceptance of the treaty of Roeskilde, by which
Scania, Halland, and all other Danish territory in southern
Scandinavia passed into Sweden's hands. More significant
internationally was an article providing for the co-operation
of the two powers in order to close the Sound to fleets hostile
to Sweden. This humiliating peace endured for only a few
months: before the end of the summer Swedish armies were
once again before Copenhagen. Charles X wrote to Cromwell
to justify the renewal of the war on the grounds that Denmark
had neglected to carry out some of the terms of the recent
treaty, had refused to join her fleet to Sweden's in order to keep
the Baltic immune from foreign navies, and was intriguing with
the enemies of Sweden.1 The unexpectedly stout resistance of
Copenhagen disrupted Charles's plans, but it is likely that he
would ultimately have taken the capital but for the intervention
of the maritime powers, now thoroughly alarmed by Swedish
pretensions in the Baltic and by the evident intention of Charles
to control the Sound and thereby to admit or exclude foreign
shipping at will. This was a dire menace to important
international interests. The Dutch had a very extensive
trade with Danzig and Russia, and the English derived the
bulk of their naval stores from the Baltic. Owing to the
death of Oliver Cromwell and the absorption of his successor
in domestic problems, the Dutch were the first to act, and
sent a fleet, under Opdam, which forced the Sound, relieved
1 Thurloe, vii. 342-3.

